Skillsoft Courses in SATERN

What change is going on for you? Skillsoft courses in SATERN are here to help.

"Panta Rhei" (Life is Change)  
– Heraclitus, Greek Philosopher

Change is the only constant!

Whatever changes you may be going through at work, Skillsoft courses in SATERN can give you the knowledge and skills you need to meet the challenge.

And now, the Skillsoft courses you want are a lot easier to find than ever before. Log into SATERN at satern.nasa.gov and click on the Skillsoft Courses tab.

On just one page you can see all the Skillsoft course topic and subtopic areas. You can easily zero in on just the course you are interested in, and launch it instantly. Within seconds you’re learning and mastering change!

LOG ON AT: http://satern.nasa.gov

For more information contact the Skillsoft POC at your Center.